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Areas Identified
BEN-1
BEN-2
BEN-3
BEN-4
BEN-5
BEN-6
BEN-7
BEN-8
BEN-9
BEN-10
BEN-11
BEN-12
BEN-13
BEN-14

The War Moors
Bank End Amenity Site
Playing Fields
Cross Edge Left and Right
Drumble Hole off the Dingle
Land at either side of "Quarry Lane" the Rocks
Little Rocks (Church Wood)
Big Rocks (Quarry Area)
Land/ verge at East side of St Anne's Vale
Land in front of Breach Road
Land in front of Greenfield Avenue
Land surrounded by Springfield Crescent
The Millennium Garden
Land at Bank End

BENP Local Green Space and Heritage Impact Study
September 2017

Green Space Assessment
Green Space:
Settlement:
Brief Description:

Date: 15th Sept 2017
BEN -1

Brown Edge
Area off Sytch Road known as the War Moors

Stage 1: Local Green Space Assessment
Criteria
Location
Is the site in reasonably close
proximity to the community it
serves?
Local Significance
Is the site demonstrably special
to a local community and holds a
particular local significance, for
example because of its beauty,
historic significance, recreational
value, tranquillity or richness of
its wildlife?
Size/Scale
Is the site local in character and
not an extensive tract of land?

Notes






It is at the heart of the community and along with the Bank End
amenity area and playing field it is surrounded by houses.

For many years the Parish Council has fought to keep this area
open making an agreement with SMDC in 1986 to keep the area
open, whereby the Pcl would agree to maintain the area when
SMDC would purchase the lane if it became available. The land
holds a floating Bog Tussock Grass and many bats & amphibians.
Staffordshire Wildlife deem it worthy of retention. The land is
known As the War Moors with The Sytch Brook forming one
boundary The Sytch being a Saxon Word For Boundary. It
probably formed part of an ancient man made lake.
Not an extensive tract of land

Stage 2: Green Infrastructure Assessment
Criteria
Character
Does the site contribute to the
character of the surrounding
neighbourhood/settlement?
Amenity Value
Is the site of amenity value to the
public while not requiring public
access to the space itself?
External Views
Does the site allow the public to
enjoy significant views from
surrounding area into the site?
Internal Views
Does the site allow the public to
enjoy significant views within the
site?
Break Between Development
Does the site form a significant
break between development
within a settlement?
Ecological Value
Is the site of local ecological
value?
Cultural or Historical Association
Does the site have significant,
proven local cultural or historical
association?

Notes



Land slopes from Bank End in north west towards rear boundaries of
houses fronting High Lane to south east. To the north east it adjoins a
public recreation area and playing field. It emphasises the open
nature of the village

land has always been identified as a possible addition to the village
 The
playing field which is undersised for the community. It is proposed that
if the land became available it would be retained as a nature reserve
with walks through. The source of the village well is found here



Because of the sloping nature of the land it is visible to all
areas surrounding it especially from off the playing fields and
the Holly Bush Public House



Site is accessible via a footpath joining Bank End to
Playing Field.



Surrounded by residential development. Provides
openness to this central part of the village.




Formerly agricultural grazing it has never been ploughed or
"improved" For the last 40 years it has been left to manage itself
Staffordshire Wildlife recommend preservation as a wildlife site
There is a theory that the War Moors was used in ancient
times to grow woad but the Floating Bog and what appears
to be a man made dam requires further investigation

Green Space Assessment
Green Space:

BEN-2

Settlement:

Brown Edge

Brief Description:

Bank End Amenity Site

Stage 1: Local Green Space Assessment
Criteria
Location
Is the site in reasonably close
proximity to the community it
serves?
Local Significance
Is the site demonstrably special
to a local community and holds a
particular local significance, for
example because of its beauty,
historic significance, recreational
value, tranquillity or richness of
its wildlife?
Size/Scale
Is the site local in character and
not an extensive tract of land?

Notes






Along with BEN-1 Totally surrounded by dwellings

Bank End Amenity site was developed by SMDC from an area
that was formerly the village tip. It has always been an open
area of land used by the general public

Stage 2: Green Infrastructure Assessment
Notes








Criteria
Character
Does the site contribute to the
character of the surrounding
neighbourhood/settlement?
Amenity Value
Is the site of amenity value to the
public while not requiring public
access to the space itself?
External Views
Does the site allow the public to
enjoy significant views from
surrounding area into the site?
Internal Views
Does the site allow the public to
enjoy significant views within the
site?
Break Between Development
Does the site form a significant
break between development
within a settlement?
Ecological Value
Is the site of local ecological
value?
Cultural or Historical Association
Does the site have significant,
proven local cultural or historical
association?



Provides Openness

Community has full access to this area of Registered
Common Land
Surrounded by houses and a road passing through site

Open Space

in conjunction with BEN-1 is surrounded by houses

Low as it is mown but the wall between BEN-1 and BEN-2
contains small mammals part of the land has bulbs planted
for spring and it contains 14 trees
Historically always been an open space for the
village and is used for sledging in the winter

Green Space Assessment
Green Space:
Settlement:
Brief Description:

BEN-3

Brown Edge
Playing Fields

Stage 1: Local Green Space Assessment
Criteria
Location
Is the site in reasonably close
proximity to the community it
serves?
Local Significance
Is the site demonstrably special
to a local community and holds a
particular local significance, for
example because of its beauty,
historic significance, recreational
value, tranquillity or richness of
its wildlife?
Size/Scale
Is the site local in character and
not an extensive tract of land?

Notes



In Centre of Village

Used since 1962 as a village recreation area




Not extensive area of land

Stage 2: Green Infrastructure Assessment
Notes




Grassland and gardened area with recreational facilities for
children. included is a definitive public right of way.

Fully accessible to the public with recreational use



Clear view of High Lane, Thelma Avenue, Bank End, and
village centre generally



Views available from all sides






Criteria
Character
Does the site contribute to the
character of the surrounding
neighbourhood/settlement?
Amenity Value
Is the site of amenity value to the
public while not requiring public
access to the space itself?
External Views
Does the site allow the public to
enjoy significant views from
surrounding area into the site?
Internal Views
Does the site allow the public to
enjoy significant views within the
site?
Break Between Development
Does the site form a significant
break between development
within a settlement?
Ecological Value
Is the site of local ecological
value?
Cultural or Historical Association
Does the site have significant,
proven local cultural or historical
association?

Provides a break between residential and commercial area on
three sides

Predominantly mown grass

Longstanding Visual Open Space and recreational area

Green Space Assessment
Green Space:
Settlement:
Brief Description:

BEN-4

Brown Edge
Cross Edge

Stage 1: Local Green Space Assessment
Criteria
Location
Is the site in reasonably close
proximity to the community it
serves?
Local Significance
Is the site demonstrably special
to a local community and holds a
particular local significance, for
example because of its beauty,
historic significance, recreational
value, tranquillity or richness of
its wildlife?
Size/Scale
Is the site local in character and
not an extensive tract of land?

Notes





At the centre of the village

Important open space that significantly
improves the visual quality of the village. It
forms a break between the commercial area
and residential area

Stage 2: Green Infrastructure Assessment
Notes










Criteria
Character
Does the site contribute to the
character of the surrounding
neighbourhood/settlement?
Amenity Value
Is the site of amenity value to the
public while not requiring public
access to the space itself?
External Views
Does the site allow the public to
enjoy significant views from
surrounding area into the site?
Internal Views
Does the site allow the public to
enjoy significant views within the
site?
Break Between Development
Does the site form a significant
break between development
within a settlement?
Ecological Value
Is the site of local ecological
value?
Cultural or Historical Association
Does the site have significant,
proven local cultural or historical
association?

Important open grassed area with flower beds at junction from
main road to dwellings

Area significantly improves the visual quality of the village

Site is fully open

Site is fully open

forms break between commercial and residential area

Limited ecological value

Adjoins the Kings Highway which is the Saxon border
between Totmonslow and Pirehill

Green Space Assessment
Green Space:
Settlement:
Brief Description:

BEN-5

Brown Edge
Sytch Drumble Hole

Stage 1: Local Green Space Assessment
Criteria
Location
Is the site in reasonably close
proximity to the community it
serves?
Local Significance
Is the site demonstrably special
to a local community and holds a
particular local significance, for
example because of its beauty,
historic significance, recreational
value, tranquillity or richness of
its wildlife?
Size/Scale
Is the site local in character and
not an extensive tract of land?

Notes





Very important wildlife corridor into the village
with deer sightings

Stage 2: Green Infrastructure Assessment
Notes







Steep sided tree lined with flowing water

Very important wildlife corridor with deer spotted regularly
no access to the public

Views from Hammond Avenue and houses off High Lane

No Views because no access

None






Criteria
Character
Does the site contribute to the
character of the surrounding
neighbourhood/settlement?
Amenity Value
Is the site of amenity value to the
public while not requiring public
access to the space itself?
External Views
Does the site allow the public to
enjoy significant views from
surrounding area into the site?
Internal Views
Does the site allow the public to
enjoy significant views within the
site?
Break Between Development
Does the site form a significant
break between development
within a settlement?
Ecological Value
Is the site of local ecological
value?
Cultural or Historical Association
Does the site have significant,
proven local cultural or historical
association?

Very important wildlife corridor into the heart of the village
with deer spotted regularly
None

Green Space Assessment
Green Space:
Settlement:
Brief Description:

BEN-6

Brown Edge
Land to either side of The Rocks (formerly Quarry Lane)

Stage 1: Local Green Space Assessment
Criteria
Location
Is the site in reasonably close
proximity to the community it
serves?
Local Significance
Is the site demonstrably special
to a local community and holds a
particular local significance, for
example because of its beauty,
historic significance, recreational
value, tranquillity or richness of
its wildlife?
Size/Scale
Is the site local in character and
not an extensive tract of land?

Notes






Yes

Public access limited to track, however meadows
provide tranquillity within development and allow
wide, distant views to west. Some ecological value
in hedgerows.

Yes

Stage 2: Green Infrastructure Assessment
Notes











Criteria
Character
Does the site contribute to the
character of the surrounding
neighbourhood/settlement?
Amenity Value
Is the site of amenity value to the
public while not requiring public
access to the space itself?
External Views
Does the site allow the public to
enjoy significant views from
surrounding area into the site?
Internal Views
Does the site allow the public to
enjoy significant views within the
site?
Break Between Development
Does the site form a significant
break between development
within a settlement?
Ecological Value
Is the site of local ecological
value?
Cultural or Historical Association
Does the site have significant,
proven local cultural or historical
association?

A sloping field as a “buffer” between different types
of residential development, quality views east to
west.
Yes, although no public access on to land. Single track
county highway crosses through it.

Yes – view from the track across whole site. Views
into site from adjacent properties and wider views.

Significant long distance views from the track
looking west looking over th whole of the Potteries and
further past the Wreakin and Wales beyond
Significant – a transition area which separates
modern estate housing to the west and the older
more scattered traditional properties to the east
which have a more upland setting.
Limited with some mature trees and hedgerow. although
a great Crested Newt was found there last year and
Archangel found alongside path
No although the land is used for grazing it has never been
ploughed or "improved"

Green Space Assessment
Green Space:
Settlement:
Brief Description:

BEN-7

Brown Edge
Wooded outcrop on a high level (historically known as Little Rocks and High
Tor).

Stage 1: Local Green Space Assessment
Criteria
Location
Is the site in reasonably close
proximity to the community it
serves?
Local Significance
Is the site demonstrably special
to a local community and holds a
particular local significance, for
example because of its beauty,
historic significance, recreational
value, tranquillity or richness of
its wildlife?
Size/Scale
Is the site local in character and
not an extensive tract of land?

Notes





Within the village

High visual impact with significant local history and
important to wildlife

Small scale (2 acres)

Stage 2: Green Infrastructure Assessment
Criteria
Character
Does the site contribute to the
character of the surrounding
neighbourhood/settlement?
Amenity Value
Is the site of amenity value to the
public while not requiring public
access to the space itself?
External Views
Does the site allow the public to
enjoy significant views from
surrounding area into the site?
Internal Views
Does the site allow the public to
enjoy significant views within the
site?
Break Between Development
Does the site form a significant
break between development
within a settlement?
Ecological Value
Is the site of local ecological
value?
Cultural or Historical Association
Does the site have significant,
proven local cultural or historical
association?

Notes




Rocky outcrop close to western boundary of Brown
Edge with mature trees and shrubs.
Visual amenity – an important landscape feature:
rocky outcrop. Partially accessible to the public. via public
footpath



Glimpsed views of outcrop in background of
houses and church mainly covered by trees. from St
Annes Vale views from Church Road



The steep rocky slopes and treecover limits views
within the site. on the eastern side but on the southern
side views are available from footpath



Yes. Very rocky outcrops not readily develop-able.



Yes a family of Ravens nest in the trees at the top of
the rocks and slopes heavily wooded



This site used to be a significant quarry from where the
stone for the Church was taken. The marks of the
quarrymen can still be seen. The quarry face is about 50
ft of sheer rock

Green Space Assessment
Green Space:
Settlement:
Brief Description:

BEN-8
Brown Edge
Big Rocks

Stage 1: Local Green Space Assessment
Criteria
Location
Is the site in reasonably close
proximity to the community it
serves?
Local Significance
Is the site demonstrably special
to a local community and holds a
particular local significance, for
example because of its beauty,
historic significance, recreational
value, tranquillity or richness of
its wildlife?
Size/Scale
Is the site local in character and
not an extensive tract of land?

Notes






Within the community surrounded by houses

Important visual amenity with wildlife impact
and historic context

Small area

Stage 2: Green Infrastructure Assessment
Notes







Former quarry but now open area of trees
and grassland intersected by a single track
road
Public have accees via road and footpath.

Yes the public can view this area from all angles

From the top of the rocks you can view the whole of
the central part of the village and its position between
two hills on onwards past Bagnall
Yes the site is a pleasant open area between
development



Two Great Crested Newts found in this area in one year



Criteria
Character
Does the site contribute to the
character of the surrounding
neighbourhood/settlement?
Amenity Value
Is the site of amenity value to the
public while not requiring public
access to the space itself?
External Views
Does the site allow the public to
enjoy significant views from
surrounding area into the site?
Internal Views
Does the site allow the public to
enjoy significant views within the
site?
Break Between Development
Does the site form a significant
break between development
within a settlement?
Ecological Value
Is the site of local ecological
value?
Cultural or Historical Association
Does the site have significant,
proven local cultural or historical
association?

Once the site of massive outcrop of rock towering over
the area but reduced by excavation and quarrying.

Green Space Assessment
Green Space:
Settlement:
Brief Description:

BEN-9
Brown Edge
St Anne's Vale verge at southern end

Stage 1: Local Green Space Assessment
Criteria
Location
Is the site in reasonably close
proximity to the community it
serves?
Local Significance
Is the site demonstrably special
to a local community and holds a
particular local significance, for
example because of its beauty,
historic significance, recreational
value, tranquillity or richness of
its wildlife?
Size/Scale
Is the site local in character and
not an extensive tract of land?

Notes



Within the village



Visual feature and amenity used by local people



Small local feature

Stage 2: Green Infrastructure Assessment
Notes










Criteria
Character
Does the site contribute to the
character of the surrounding
neighbourhood/settlement?
Amenity Value
Is the site of amenity value to the
public while not requiring public
access to the space itself?
External Views
Does the site allow the public to
enjoy significant views from
surrounding area into the site?
Internal Views
Does the site allow the public to
enjoy significant views within the
site?
Break Between Development
Does the site form a significant
break between development
within a settlement?
Ecological Value
Is the site of local ecological
value?
Cultural or Historical Association
Does the site have significant,
proven local cultural or historical
association?

Adds to the open character of the village

The area is used by locals to exercise dogs and horses
The area abuts a road so is open

Yes the area affords views across St Anne's Vale up to
Hill Top and over the lower lying village
It is part of an existing break

Limited

Beneath the area are the remains of Silver Cottage

Green Space Assessment

Date:

Green Space:

BEN-10

Settlement:

Brown Edge

Brief Description:

Land off Breach Road

Stage 1: Local Green Space Assessment
Criteria
Location
Is the site in reasonably close
proximity to the community it
serves?
Local Significance
Is the site demonstrably special
to a local community and holds a
particular local significance, for
example because of its beauty,
historic significance, recreational
value, tranquillity or richness of
its wildlife?
Size/Scale
Is the site local in character and
not an extensive tract of land?

Notes






Within the village

Important part of tree lined village entrance

Small scale local feature

Stage 2: Green Infrastructure Assessment
Notes









Criteria
Character
Does the site contribute to the
character of the surrounding
neighbourhood/settlement?
Amenity Value
Is the site of amenity value to the
public while not requiring public
access to the space itself?
External Views
Does the site allow the public to
enjoy significant views from
surrounding area into the site?
Internal Views
Does the site allow the public to
enjoy significant views within the
site?
Break Between Development
Does the site form a significant
break between development
within a settlement?
Ecological Value
Is the site of local ecological
value?
Cultural or Historical Association
Does the site have significant,
proven local cultural or historical
association?

A grassed area with a wall and trees that define the
entrance to the village
The public have access to the area and is a
recreational area providing open views

On the edge of a housing estate providing a
picturesque border

Very open roadside border

Yes forms the border of the northern area of
Breach Road
Mature trees provide habitat

No

Green Space Assessment
Green Space:

BEN-11

Settlement:

Brown Edge

Brief Description:

Area of grassed lane in front of Greenfield Avenue

Stage 1: Local Green Space Assessment
Criteria
Location
Is the site in reasonably close
proximity to the community it
serves?
Local Significance
Is the site demonstrably special
to a local community and holds a
particular local significance, for
example because of its beauty,
historic significance, recreational
value, tranquillity or richness of
its wildlife?
Size/Scale
Is the site local in character and
not an extensive tract of land?

Notes



Within the Village



Important part of tree lined village entrance



Small scale open piece of land

Stage 2: Green Infrastructure Assessment
Notes



A grassed area bordered by Greenfield Avenue and
Breach Road containing a wall and mature trees that
form the entrance into the village



Public have access to the site with open views



On the edge of a housing estate forming a
picturesque border






Criteria
Character
Does the site contribute to the
character of the surrounding
neighbourhood/settlement?
Amenity Value
Is the site of amenity value to the
public while not requiring public
access to the space itself?
External Views
Does the site allow the public to
enjoy significant views from
surrounding area into the site?
Internal Views
Does the site allow the public to
enjoy significant views within the
site?
Break Between Development
Does the site form a significant
break between development
within a settlement?
Ecological Value
Is the site of local ecological
value?
Cultural or Historical Association
Does the site have significant,
proven local cultural or historical
association?

Very open roadside border

Yes forms the southern edge of Breach Road

Mature Trees

No

Green Space Assessment
Green Space:

BEN-12

Settlement:

Brown Edge

Brief Description:

Spring Crescent

Stage 1: Local Green Space Assessment
Criteria
Location
Is the site in reasonably close
proximity to the community it
serves?
Local Significance
Is the site demonstrably special
to a local community and holds a
particular local significance, for
example because of its beauty,
historic significance, recreational
value, tranquillity or richness of
its wildlife?
Size/Scale
Is the site local in character and
not an extensive tract of land?

Notes





Surrounded by Spring Crescent

Used by the inhabitants of Spring Crescent
creating a feel of openness and is important
visual amenity

Small local open space

Stage 2: Green Infrastructure Assessment
Notes



Sloping piece of ground surrounded by Spring Crescent
keeps the feeling of openness to the community



Yes, public access to it



People van view all of the site as it is completely open




Yes

Yes, surrounded by houses



limited



Criteria
Character
Does the site contribute to the
character of the surrounding
neighbourhood/settlement?
Amenity Value
Is the site of amenity value to the
public while not requiring public
access to the space itself?
External Views
Does the site allow the public to
enjoy significant views from
surrounding area into the site?
Internal Views
Does the site allow the public to
enjoy significant views within the
site?
Break Between Development
Does the site form a significant
break between development
within a settlement?
Ecological Value
Is the site of local ecological
value?
Cultural or Historical Association
Does the site have significant,
proven local cultural or historical
association?

no

Green Space Assessment
Green Space:

BEN-13

Settlement:

Brown Edge

Brief Description:

Millennium Garden

Stage 1: Local Green Space Assessment
Criteria
Location
Is the site in reasonably close
proximity to the community it
serves?
Local Significance
Is the site demonstrably special
to a local community and holds a
particular local significance, for
example because of its beauty,
historic significance, recreational
value, tranquillity or richness of
its wildlife?
Size/Scale
Is the site local in character and
not an extensive tract of land?

Notes






Good views and also site of Millennium Stone and
time capsule

Small scale

Stage 2: Green Infrastructure Assessment
Notes









Criteria
Character
Does the site contribute to the
character of the surrounding
neighbourhood/settlement?
Amenity Value
Is the site of amenity value to the
public while not requiring public
access to the space itself?
External Views
Does the site allow the public to
enjoy significant views from
surrounding area into the site?
Internal Views
Does the site allow the public to
enjoy significant views within the
site?
Break Between Development
Does the site form a significant
break between development
within a settlement?
Ecological Value
Is the site of local ecological
value?
Cultural or Historical Association
Does the site have significant,
proven local cultural or historical
association?



Separates Boardmans Bank and Church Road and
contains the Millennium Stone
Public have access and it is proposed that a seat is
placed in this area

All of the area is open to view

A good view of the Church towering over the site and
also extensive views over Stoke on Trent and beyond

Forms a triangle between two roads

Limited
Contains our Millennium Time Capsule and was
the former site of our village shop

Green Space Assessment
Green Space:

BEN-14

Settlement:

Brown Edge

Brief Description:

Two plots of land at Bank End

Stage 1: Local Green Space Assessment
Criteria
Location
Is the site in reasonably close
proximity to the community it
serves?
Local Significance
Is the site demonstrably special
to a local community and holds a
particular local significance, for
example because of its beauty,
historic significance, recreational
value, tranquillity or richness of
its wildlife?
Size/Scale
Is the site local in character and
not an extensive tract of land?

Notes






Within boundary and between 2 rows of houses

Visual amenity areas

Small areas of land

Stage 2: Green Infrastructure Assessment
Notes





One piece is registered common land and the other
borders the road and a path. Both define the area as
a rural community
Both areas are maintained by the Parish Council

Open spaces








Criteria
Character
Does the site contribute to the
character of the surrounding
neighbourhood/settlement?
Amenity Value
Is the site of amenity value to the
public while not requiring public
access to the space itself?
External Views
Does the site allow the public to
enjoy significant views from
surrounding area into the site?
Internal Views
Does the site allow the public to
enjoy significant views within the
site?
Break Between Development
Does the site form a significant
break between development
within a settlement?
Ecological Value
Is the site of local ecological
value?
Cultural or Historical Association
Does the site have significant,
proven local cultural or historical
association?

Between two rows of houses

Limited

No

